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Leadership in Healthcare explains the connection between values and leadership. It defines the role

of both personal and team values in improving behavior, performance, and morale. It also offers

practical strategies for strengthening leadership and interaction skills and for enhancing overall

effectiveness. Case studies, exercises, and self-assessment tools are included in the book to help

readers internalize and apply the concepts.
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This book is a must read for those who are desirous of looking at themselves and taking that first

step to truly enhance their leadership performance. Ten years later, Carson's message is as fresh

and important as when he first penned this book. It is still all about how we interconnect with each

other on behalf of those we serve to make their lives better. --Michael H. Covert, FACHE, President

and Chief Executive Officer, Palomar Pomerado Health, San Diego, California, from the

ForewordLeadership in Healthcare: Essential Values and Skills demonstrates how successful

leadership is clearly anchored in well-understood values and encourages the reader to maximize

leadership capabilities by developing and practicing a suitable personal value system. Carson Dye

is to be applauded for writing and updating this eminently useful book on what is inarguably the

most critical competency needed by healthcare leaders today. --Stephen J. O'Connor, PhD,

FACHE, Professor, Dept. of Health Services Administration, School of Health Professions,



University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, Alabama, from the Foreword

Carson F. Dye, MBA, FACHE, CEO of Exceptional Leadership, combines 21 years of health

systemleadership and 23 years of consulting experience. He has conducted severalhundred CEO,

senior executive, and physician executive searches for academicmedical centers, large health

systems, small-to-medium sized hospitals, anduniversities. Dye provides consultation in leadership

assessment, physicianengagement, and board relations. He has done extensive physician

leadershipdevelopment and built several physician leadership academies. Certified byHogan

Assessment Systems to use their psychological inventories for selection,assessment, and coaching,

he helps individual leaders and teams enhance theireffectiveness. Since 1987, Dye has taught

many programs for the AmericanCollege of Healthcare Executives (ACHE) and presented

workshops for over 38state hospital associations. He currently teaches leadership and

humanresources in the University of Alabama-Birmingham Executive Master&apos;s

program.Author of 10 books, including ACHE Books of the Year, Leadership in Healthcare:Values at

the Top and Developing Physician Leaders for SuccessfulClinical Integration, his physician

leadership book has been used as amodel for physician leadership academies. The Dye-Garman

Leadership CompetencyModel from Exceptional Leadership book has been used widely as

acompetency model for assessment and development.

I typically skim through leadership books, but I actually read every single page of this one and

enjoyed it - remarkable, as it was for a graduate school management class! I was VERY happy and

HIGHLY recommend renting this book if it is for a class. I had been expecting a full blown textbook,

but it's the size of a regular book so you'll be pretty sad to have spent $70+ on this bad boy. Renting

is the way to go, plus mine came with some helpful highlighting from a previous user. This book has

a lot to offer for those looking to explore different management techniques and how to navigate

leadership in healthcare.

Unlike many other textbooks, Carson Dye's work is a piece of art. He does not only write well, but

he also expresses his ideas in a clear manner. The language of the book is very understandable.

Chapters are short and easy to comprehend. The light nature of the book does not, however,

minimize the grand ideas and tips of how to become a good leader. Each and every word has a

meaning without going around the idea, but simply stating it. Compared to other books on

leadership and management, this one blows the competition away and is highly recommended.



I read every single page of this book by choice. My class had sections to read and I read the whole

book. Very well written with many helpful tips!

Love this book, very easy to follow and understand. Thank you to the author. My professor used this

book. I received an A in his class.

College book for Healthcare administration. A little difficult to understand with wording but easier

with teachers assistance through classroom instruction.

In better condition than described.

great

Had to read it for work-good information
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